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Part 1: DL_MESO Background

What is mesoscale modelling?
• Mesoscale modelling fills
gap between atomistic and
continuum methods
• Both thermodynamics and
hydrodynamics involved
– Need both atom-like and
fluid-like effects

• Many complex systems act
at mesoscale, e.g.

Source: Nielsen et al., J Phys Cond Matter,
16, R481–R512 (2004)

–
–
–
–

Surfaces and interfaces
Microfluidics
Biological membranes
Phase behaviour

Mesoscale modelling approaches
• Particles (‘beads’) can represent a
number of atoms or molecules
– Can fix the degree of coarse-graining,
but not compulsory to do so!

• Algorithms determine how these
particles move over time
• Two main approaches:
– Calculate and integrate interaction
forces on particles (e.g. DPD)
– Determine probabilities of finding
particles at particular points (e.g. LBE)

DL_MESO
• General purpose mesoscopic simulation
software package
– MPI domain-decomposed codes with optional
OpenMP multithreading for:
• Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD)
• Lattice Boltzmann Equation (LBE)

– Created in 2004 as CCP5 flagship project:
www.ccp5.ac.uk/DL_MESO
• Development currently funded under CoSeC for
CCP5 and UKCOMES

– Used widely by academics and industry
– Current version (2.7): released today!

DL_MESO background
• LBE code written in C++
• DPD code written in Fortran (2003)
• Simple Java GUI available
– Writes and edits input files, helps to compile codes, run
simulations and apply post-processing utilities (visualization,
analysis)

• Mainly parallelized with domain decomposition
– Good-to-excellent scaling to 1000s of processor cores,
dependent on system size (number of particles/grid points)
– Some features (e.g. DPD electrostatics) can affect scalability
(both parallel and per-core)

DL_MESO users
DL_MESO licences by science domain
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DL_MESO licensing and support
• DL_MESO available under licence from
www.ccp5.ac.uk/DL_MESO
• Licence in place on all codes in DL_MESO to:
– Protect copyright of STFC Daresbury Laboratory
– Reserve commercial rights
– Justify continued support from UK research councils

• Registered users entered on DL_MESO mailing list:
– Bug reports (INFOMAIL), details of relevant events etc.

• Support available to academic researchers:
– Priority given to UK-based researchers

• User manual (PDF)

How to obtain DL_MESO
• Register at www.ccp5.ac.uk/DL_MESO
• Registration provides decryption instructions and
password sent by email
• Source supplied by anonymous FTP
– In invisible directory
– Source in .tar.gz or .zip formats and encrypted form
– Unpacks as directory structure

DL_MESO directory structure
DEMO

DPD

DL_MESO

Demonstration cases
(subdirectories for LBE and DPD)
DPD source code (subdirectories for
makefiles and utilities)

JAVA

Java GUI source code

LBE

LBE source code
(subdirectory for utilities)

MAN

User manual

WORK

Working directory

Part 2: DPD

Dissipative Particle Dynamics
• Resembles classical molecular dynamics
– Modelling condensed phase system using particles (‘beads’)
with pairwise potentials
– Integrate forces on particles to move them around

• System also coupled to heat bath using pairwise
dissipative and random forces
– Pairwise thermostat conserves system momentum (Galilean
invariance), produces correct hydrodynamics even for small
numbers of particles
– Definition of beads very flexible: can either be coarse-grains
or ‘momentum carriers’

DPD algorithm
• Technically, DPD refers to pairwise thermostat
Relative velocity between particles
• Dissipative force:
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Related to kinematic fluid viscosity (complex!)

DPD algorithm
• Conservative forces can take many forms, but most
frequently used form is by Groot and Warren:
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Conservative force parameter

Interaction length (cutoff radius)

– Gives quadratic potential and quadratic equation of state:
2 ≈ 456 7 + 0.101'"# 4: *+; (4 > 2)
– Soft potential allows larger timestep than classical MD: can
often reach equilibrium state quickly
• Mathematically nothing to stop particles landing on top of
each other!

Capabilities of DPD
• Flexible interactions between
species pairs

Hydrophilic head

Hydrophobic tail

– Can specify e.g. hydrophobicity
– Interaction parameters can be
connected to e.g. Flory-Huggins
solution theory

• Bond interactions
– Allow for construction of
‘molecules’ from differently
interacting beads
– Example: spontaneous vesicle
formation of amphiphilic molecules
in solution

Source: Yamamoto et al., J Chem Phys,
116, 5842–5849 (2002)
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Example: drug loading/release
• Copolymer PAE-PEG with water and camptothecin (CPT)

• Can estimate Flory-Huggins !-parameters by calculating
energies of mixing:
!
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of PAE–PEG and CPT.
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– Mixing energies calculated from classical MD simulations (NPT
ensembles) of pure and mixed components with COMPASS force
field
Source: Luo and Jiang, J Control Release 162, 185–193 (2012)
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the density profiles of A and B particles were sampled across
the interface. Averages of the density were taken over 105
timesteps; the mean value of x over a slab where the density
is homogeneous was then taken to compute the corresponding Flory-Huggins parameter. An example of such a binary
density profile is shown in Fig. 6. Note the small dip in the
sum of the densities at the interface.
When the measured segregation parameter x is substituted for f A in Eq. ~18!, the Flory-Huggins parameter for
monomers is found. Now, when we are close to the critical
point ( x 52), we cannot expect this mean-field expression to
hold, but when we calculate for x .3 this value should be
reliable. The calculated x -parameter is shown in Fig. 7 for
two densities as a function of the excess repulsion parameter.
We find that for x .3 there is a very good linear relation
between x and Da. Explicitly, we have

Example: drug loading/release
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Example: drug loading/release
• Two sets of conservative force parameters !"#
H2O
CPT

H2O
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PEG

PAE
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48.22

26.05

19.10

25.00

22.28

82.04

25.00

23.63
25.00

Drug loading: pH ≈ 7.4

Drug release: pH ≈ 6.4

Can bond PAE and PEG beads together
to form copolymers (e.g. 28 PAE beads
and 10 PEG beads represent PAE12580PEG4850)

PAE replaced with hydrated form: note
changes to hydrophobicity between
PAE and water/CPT/PEG

Example: drug loading/release
• DPD simulations with DL_MESO
– Ran drug loading simulation from initial
randomly distributed state over 900ns (1
million timesteps)
• PAE-PEG form vesicles encapsulating CPT
• Took ~4 hours on 96 cores of Hartree
Centre machine (BlueWonder)

– Last timeframe of drug loading simulation
used as initial state for drug release
• Vesicles swell, break open and push out
CPT due to drop in pH

– Drug release simulation ran for 90ns
– Loading efficiency closely matches
experimental observation

Simulation courtesy: Nidhi Raj

Capabilities of DPD
• Interaction potential forms
– ‘Standard’ soft quadratic potential
– Hard-core potentials (LJ, WCA)
– Many-body DPD potentials:
include local densities, change
equation of state
– Example: formation of water
drops on hydrophobic surface
under influence of gravity

Source: Johansson, Simulating fluid flow
and heat transfer using dissipative particle
dynamics, Dept. Energy Sci., Lund
University (2012)

Capabilities of DPD
• Charged particles
– Long-range calculations needed
– Soft potentials often require charge
smearing to avoid ion collapse
– Forces and potentials can be applied
using Ewald sum or iterative ParticleParticle Particle-Mesh methods
• Can assume only Ewald real-space terms
affected by charge smearing

– Example: charged polyelectrolyte and
neutral polymer in salt solution

Source: González-Melchor et al., J Chem Phys, 125, 224107 (2006)

Capabilities of DPD
• Boundary conditions
– Periodic
– Lees-Edwards periodic
shear
– Frozen (interacting) beads
– Reflection + ‘standard DPD
potential’ from planar
surface
• Can add reflection to
frozen bead walls

– Examples: micelle
adsorption (left) and
pressure-driven flow
between plates (right)

Capabilities of DPD
• Alternative pairwise thermostats
– DPD’s capability to control temperature
related to timestep size
– Limited viscosity range available

• Solutions:
1. Repeat dissipative force calculations
after VV force integration (DPD-VV)
2. Smarter integration of DPD forces
(Shardlow splitting)
3. Alternative pairwise thermostats:
• Lowe-Andersen, Peters, Stoyanov-Groot

• Can also couple thermostats to
barostats

Viscosity against ! for DPD
thermostat without
conservative forces:
"
%
Schmidt number =
of
#

order 1: a bit low for
liquids?

&#

Part 3: DL_MESO_DPD

DL_MESO_DPD
• Calculates interactions between beads together with
pairwise thermostat (DPD or others)
• Works in similar manner to DL_POLY_4
– Same (main) parallelization strategy: domain decomposition
with MPI, link-cell lists for pairwise calculations
– Can apply OpenMP multithreading across link cells for force
calculations

• Pre- and post-processing utilities to set up simulations,
visualize and analyze results

DL_MESO_DPD: functionality
• Potentials
– ‘Standard’ DPD, many-body DPD, Lennard-Jones (12-6), WCA

• Bond interactions: stretching, angles, dihedrals
• Electrostatics
– Ewald sum or SPME with point charges or charge smearing schemes
(linear, Slater-type, Gaussian, sinusoidal)

• Pairwise thermostats
– DPD (standard VV, DPD-VV, Shardlow splitting), Lowe-Andersen, Peters,
Stoyanov-Groot

• Langevin and Berendsen barostats (NPT/NPnAT/NPngT ensembles)
• Boundaries
– Periodic, hard reflecting (specular/bounceback) surfaces with DPD/WCA
wall potentials, frozen bead walls, Lees-Edwards shear

DL_MESO_DPD: building instructions
• Download, decrypt and unpack DL_MESO package
• Need a makefile to compile all Fortran modules and link
together into executable
• Starting from command line prompt:
– Copy a makefile from DPD/makefiles directory into WORK
directory, edit (if necessary) and invoke with make, or …
– Run GUI with ./rungui command in WORK directory to
create and invoke a makefile
– Both processes produce dpd.exe executable by default

• Alternative modules for serial/parallel running and for
OpenMP multithreading

DL_MESO_DPD: units
• Internal fundamental units for:
– Mass ["]: mass of a DPD bead
– Length [$]: interaction cutoff distance (related to volume of bead)
– Energy [%]: product of Boltzmann constant (&' ) and datum
temperature
– All above often set to 1 in simulations for numerical accuracy

• DPD time unit derived from fundamental units:
["]
( = [$]
[%]

• Temperature related to kinetic energy:
2%+
&' ( =
3-.

DL_MESO_DPD: input/output files
• Input files
CONTROL: Simulation parameters/settings
FIELD: Interaction and molecular data
CONFIG: Initial conditions
export, REVIVE: Restart files from previous simulation (also outputs)

• Output files
OUTPUT: Diagnostics
CORREL: Statistical results
Stress_*.d: Separated contributions of stress tensor
HISTORY: Trajectory data

• Full details in chapter 9 of user manual

CONTROL
• Mandatory simulation
control
• Similar format to
CONTROL file in DL_POLY
– Free-formatted
– Driven by keywords
– Keywords available to
create simulations from
scratch

• Can be created using GUI

DL_MESO amphiphile mesophase example
volume 10.0 10.0 20.0
temperature 1.0
cutoff 1.0
global bonds
timestep 0.01
steps 200000
equilibration steps 20000
scale temperature every 1000
trajectory 20000 1000 0
stats every 1000
stack size 100
print every 1000
job time 7200.0
close time 10.0
ensemble nvt mdvv
finish

FIELD
• Mandatory interaction and
force-field data
• Similar format to FIELD file in
DL_POLY (simpler?)
• Must include:
– Species data
– Non-bonded interactions

• Can include:
– Molecule configurations
– External force fields

• Can be created using GUI
and/or moleculegenerate.cpp utility

DL_MESO amphiphile mesophase example
SPECIES 3
A 1.0 0.0 0
0
B 1.0 0.0 0
0
C 1.0 0.0 8400 0
MOLECULES 1
AB
nummols 1800
beads 2
A 0.0107636 -0.0112540 -0.249515
B -0.0107636 0.0112540 0.249515
bonds 1
harm 1 2 100.0 0.50
finish
INTERACTIONS 6
A A dpd 25.0 1.0
A B dpd 30.0 1.0
A C dpd
0.0 1.0
B B dpd 25.0 1.0
B C dpd 50.0 1.0
C C dpd 25.0 1.0
CLOSE

5.625
5.625
5.625
5.625
5.625
5.625

CONFIG
• Optional initial configuration
(particle coordinates, velocities,
forces)
• Formatted in identical way to
DL_POLY CONFIG file
• Particle and molecule counts
must correspond with FIELD file
• Can create CONFIG file from
export or HISTORY files using
utilities
– Alternatively: use DL_POLY GUI
or Aten?
– l_init option in CONTROL file
writes one at start of
simulation from scratch

DL_MESO amphiphile mesophase example
2
1
12000
10.0000000000
0.0000000000
0.0000000000
0.0000000000
10.0000000000
0.0000000000
0.0000000000
0.0000000000
20.0000000000
C
1
6.4938833880
9.8962343804
15.1131954520
1.7075832203
1.4080649619
0.1371325173
1.7792523100
4.8882584317
-7.8137707735
C
2
5.9668724124
7.2450848428
2.4043024067
0.5637784896
-2.2196181421
-1.2695646086
-60.5467319316
24.0744240397 -28.5965381184
C
3
9.8935477603
3.3025768422
12.9661634396
-0.6303261670
1.4134844018
0.4311048164
16.7379305953
30.4226832225
-5.7744782520
C
4
5.4681964775
0.6137256281
6.6711562970
-1.0089582179
0.8573654318
-0.5229677748
-38.5686198570
41.2157622650
3.5221104062
C
5
3.4205676932
8.0902406003
14.9448639021
0.9651072931
-1.1506580426
0.8891148148
-30.8595196947
70.6904394260
-2.9876204195

export
• Provides program restart capability
• File generated periodically in binary format (non humanreadable) with particle positions, velocities and forces
• CONTROL file states whether/how to use it at start of
simulation
– Can start new simulation using specified configuration

• Can also process it with utilities
export_config.f90: create CONFIG file from export files
export_image.f90: create plottable snapshot (VTF
format) for visualization

REVIVE
• Provides program restart capability (together with export)
– Statistical accumulators, states of random number
generators

• File in binary format (non human-readable)
• Only required if restarting an existing simulation

OUTPUT
link cell details
number of cells per domain (npx,npy,npz)=

• Compulsory job
summary file
– l_scr in CONTROL
redirects to screen

• Writes out:
– Input summary and
sample initial
configuration
– Instantaneous and
rolling average values of
thermodynamic data
– Statistical averages
– Sample final
configuration
– Timings of calculations
– Error/warning messages

5

10

5

initial particle positions and velocities
1
154
307
460
613
766
919
1072
1225
1378
1531
1684
1837
1990
2143
8776
9401
10059
10707
11209
11818

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
B
A
A
A
A
B

AB
AB
AB
AB
AB
AB

time elapsed since job start =

2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
2.941176E-01
3.873847E+00
4.713032E+00
3.168253E+00
4.418133E+00
4.770350E+00
2.420119E+00

3.125000E-01
5.937500E+00
1.562500E+00
7.187500E+00
2.812500E+00
8.437500E+00
4.062500E+00
9.687500E+00
5.312500E+00
9.375000E-01
6.562500E+00
2.187500E+00
7.812500E+00
3.437500E+00
9.062500E+00
2.502369E+00
6.571812E+00
7.598090E-02
9.089495E+00
9.393950E+00
1.928391E+00

3.225806E-01
3.225806E-01
9.677419E-01
9.677419E-01
1.612903E+00
1.612903E+00
2.258065E+00
2.258065E+00
2.903226E+00
3.548387E+00
3.548387E+00
4.193548E+00
4.193548E+00
4.838710E+00
4.838710E+00
1.425430E+00
3.952263E+00
2.753201E+00
2.253983E+00
2.855781E-01
7.386062E-01

1.334639E+00
1.613423E+00
-7.375053E-02
1.363155E+00
9.541718E-01
1.716437E+00
-9.914693E-01
5.528166E-02
-1.102817E+00
-6.303493E-01
-4.271341E-01
-1.596703E+00
-1.437446E+00
-8.621787E-01
-1.357638E+00
1.575101E+00
-1.048450E+00
3.473232E-01
-8.999070E-01
4.546328E-01
-9.670835E-01

-1.571292E+00
-1.529150E+00
-1.433110E+00
1.239732E+00
5.116815E-01
-9.749553E-01
9.876421E-02
-4.318511E-01
2.073149E-01
-2.158337E-01
-2.207963E-01
1.085228E+00
9.440371E-01
1.354370E+00
-2.564035E-01
-1.175267E+00
4.545467E-01
-1.335168E+00
1.222650E-01
8.314251E-01
-2.833533E-01

-1.411080E+00
-1.464410E+00
8.725074E-01
-6.831484E-01
-5.903402E-01
-3.381823E-01
-9.815540E-02
1.333588E+00
-4.105160E-02
3.687113E-02
-1.642485E+00
1.368010E+00
7.539644E-01
-1.339338E-01
-7.095731E-01
1.564140E-02
5.219630E-01
7.489470E-01
-1.319410E+00
-3.676912E-01
2.025792E-01

0.04569912 seconds

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------step
en-total
pe-total
be-total
vir-total
ke-total
pressure
temperature
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1.486040E+01 1.338502E+01 1.501588E-03 -4.935352E+01 1.475373E+00 1.046085E+02 9.835820E-01
0.052 1.486040E+01 1.338502E+01 1.501588E-03 -4.935352E+01 1.475373E+00 1.046085E+02 9.835820E-01
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1000 1.125286E+01 9.737659E+00 3.323039E-01 -3.629671E+01 1.515205E+00 7.865424E+01 1.010137E+00
5.506 1.126052E+01 9.746175E+00 3.242842E-01 -3.673720E+01 1.514344E+00 7.953178E+01 1.009563E+00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2000 1.124198E+01 9.723166E+00 3.349298E-01 -3.664774E+01 1.518814E+00 7.937073E+01 1.012542E+00
11.368 1.123473E+01 9.724748E+00 3.290354E-01 -3.661961E+01 1.509984E+00 7.927915E+01 1.006656E+00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3000 1.123068E+01 9.713449E+00 3.224098E-01 -3.663375E+01 1.517233E+00 7.933643E+01 1.011489E+00
17.391 1.121460E+01 9.703224E+00 3.285348E-01 -3.646979E+01 1.511374E+00 7.898507E+01 1.007583E+00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4000 1.119242E+01 9.687039E+00 3.300366E-01 -3.625892E+01 1.505376E+00 7.853935E+01 1.003584E+00
23.395 1.118822E+01 9.690392E+00 3.331211E-01 -3.640378E+01 1.497824E+00 7.879886E+01 9.985491E-01
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5000 1.119883E+01 9.693553E+00 3.266846E-01 -3.635535E+01 1.505276E+00 7.873181E+01 1.003517E+00
29.287 1.119764E+01 9.693283E+00 3.307850E-01 -3.647145E+01 1.504358E+00 7.896032E+01 1.002905E+00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6000 1.118136E+01 9.681437E+00 3.168167E-01 -3.614671E+01 1.499926E+00 7.829313E+01 9.999508E-01
35.270 1.119205E+01 9.690954E+00 3.363445E-01 -3.637705E+01 1.501095E+00 7.875848E+01 1.000730E+00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7000 1.119048E+01 9.687454E+00 3.419856E-01 -3.622271E+01 1.503025E+00 7.845751E+01 1.002016E+00
41.140 1.118342E+01 9.683886E+00 3.380979E-01 -3.633610E+01 1.499530E+00 7.867033E+01 9.996869E-01
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8000 1.118156E+01 9.672993E+00 3.381024E-01 -3.637504E+01 1.508572E+00 7.878438E+01 1.005714E+00
47.186 1.120191E+01 9.693065E+00 3.372032E-01 -3.637206E+01 1.508842E+00 7.877949E+01 1.005895E+00
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9000 1.119455E+01 9.694266E+00 3.431411E-01 -3.631158E+01 1.500280E+00 7.862427E+01 1.000187E+00
53.177 1.118401E+01 9.679691E+00 3.351332E-01 -3.634904E+01 1.504320E+00 7.871535E+01 1.002880E+00
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CORREL
• Optional formatted file intended for statistical analysis/plotting
• System properties at intervals selected by user after equilibration
• Number of columns varies according to data being measured (may
include potential energies, stress tensor, virial, bond
lengths/angles/dihedrals, temperature, pressure, volume)
– Column headers included at top
#
time
0.000000E+00
1.000000E+01
2.000000E+01
3.000000E+01
4.000000E+01
5.000000E+01
6.000000E+01
7.000000E+01
8.000000E+01
9.000000E+01
1.000000E+02
1.100000E+02
1.200000E+02
1.300000E+02
1.400000E+02
1.500000E+02
1.600000E+02
1.700000E+02
1.800000E+02
1.900000E+02

en-total
1.118937E+01
1.118241E+01
1.118331E+01
1.119303E+01
1.118440E+01
1.119319E+01
1.118581E+01
1.121456E+01
1.116758E+01
1.119250E+01
1.119304E+01
1.116567E+01
1.117637E+01
1.117302E+01
1.117901E+01
1.118582E+01
1.119128E+01
1.118130E+01
1.115836E+01
1.116872E+01

pe-total
9.678489E+00
9.688518E+00
9.677110E+00
9.694122E+00
9.681864E+00
9.687439E+00
9.688287E+00
9.694235E+00
9.673903E+00
9.671856E+00
9.686411E+00
9.675628E+00
9.665896E+00
9.669920E+00
9.680706E+00
9.669539E+00
9.676828E+00
9.674554E+00
9.651634E+00
9.661783E+00

be-total
3.444633E-01
3.435206E-01
3.401076E-01
3.450767E-01
3.479702E-01
3.360265E-01
3.466142E-01
3.300815E-01
3.472222E-01
3.433078E-01
3.412849E-01
3.497594E-01
3.462128E-01
3.408901E-01
3.485191E-01
3.489740E-01
3.481926E-01
3.358286E-01
3.344432E-01
3.337602E-01

pressure
7.806539E+01
7.838737E+01
7.900513E+01
7.824247E+01
7.838341E+01
7.820441E+01
7.884122E+01
7.850869E+01
7.807239E+01
7.825062E+01
7.816615E+01
7.839665E+01
7.827225E+01
7.821956E+01
7.897090E+01
7.864117E+01
7.779498E+01
7.891070E+01
7.872835E+01
7.837219E+01

s_xx
7.895443E+01
7.812200E+01
7.873841E+01
7.822199E+01
7.843922E+01
7.795582E+01
7.850688E+01
7.822582E+01
7.812216E+01
7.799786E+01
7.761342E+01
7.848647E+01
7.800417E+01
7.808838E+01
7.898429E+01
7.892564E+01
7.807216E+01
7.825481E+01
7.875556E+01
7.911909E+01

s_xy
4.353357E-01
1.405483E-01
-8.185544E-02
-5.781568E-01
2.667254E-01
4.162548E-01
4.421034E-01
2.969006E-01
1.133817E-01
-4.314448E-01
-3.367551E-01
2.475054E-01
2.462534E-01
2.245737E-01
1.714146E-01
7.077372E-02
-5.469613E-02
4.373500E-02
1.727394E-01
-1.258592E-01

...

Stress_*.d
• Similar in format to CORREL files, but contain stress
tensors separated out by contributions:
–
–
–
–

Potentials (conservative)
Dissipative
Random
Kinetic

• Can specify in CONTROL file which ones to write
• Could be useful for determining e.g. zero shear rate
viscosities

HISTORY
• Optional configuration data at userspecified intervals
• Produced in streamed binary format (data
grouping and MPI-IO in parallel)
• Includes header with system properties,
followed by lists of particles and data
– Amount of data per particle (positions,
velocities, forces) chosen by user

• Require post-processing utilities for
visualization:
– traject.f90 and
trajectselected.f90 produce VTF
format trajectory files for plotting in VMD

• Several utilities available to analyse
trajectory data

www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/

Part 4: LBE

Lattice Boltzmann Equation
• Different approach to modelling particle motion
– Not concerned with where an individual particle happens to
be, but the probability of finding particles
– Evolution of particle motion dependent on collisions and
propagation (free-streaming)
– Limiting degrees of freedom, i.e. possible momenta for
particle motion, to make calculations feasible
– In spite of the above, can still correctly model macroscopic
fluid behaviour
• (Complex but demonstrable) mathematical connection
between LBE and Navier-Stokes equations of fluid flow

LBE algorithm
• Defining distribution function !(#, %, &)
– Probability of finding particles at time # and position %,
possessing momentum &
– Evolution can be described by Boltzmann equation:

(!
+ * ⋅ ∇! = ./0
(#

– Simplifying collisions between particles by assuming only
pairwise and no correlation beforehand
• Normally only true for rarefied (low density) gases, but easier
to demonstrate link to Navier-Stokes equations
• If definition of (lattice gas) particle is flexible, can use this for
any fluid (gas or liquid)

LBE algorithm
• Restricting motion to regularized grid with set vectors
along links (!" ), discretizing space and time:
– Conflating distribution functions: #" $, & = #(&, $, !" )

• Evolution given as separate collision and propagation
steps:
– Collision:
– Propagation:

#" $, & * = #" $, & + ,"
#" $ + !" Δ&, & + Δ& = #" $, & *

• Macroscopic fluid properties obtained from moments of
distribution functions:
. $, & = ∑" #" ($, &), . $, & 0 $, & = ∑" #" $, & !"

LBE algorithm
• Collisions can be defined based on deviation from a local
equilibrium state, given as function of fluid density and
velocity:
#$

!"

%, ' = %)" 1 + 3 -" ⋅ ' + 0/ -" ⋅ '

0

− 2030

– Simplest form uses single relaxation time: Bhatnagar-GrossKrook (BGK)
Numerical representation of
#$
particles colliding together
!" 5, 6 − !" % 5, 6 , ' 5, 6
at grid points: still makes
4" = −
physical/chemical sense
7
– Relaxation time 7 related to kinematic viscosity of fluid:
0
Δ;
8 = 92 7 − 90
Δ6

Capabilities of LBE
• Boundary conditions
– Can be determined in simple
and intuitive ways, e.g.
• Bounce-back for no-slip
condition: can be applied to
any lattice site

– Several schemes available to
apply constant density or
velocity
– Can also extend to moving
boundaries (e.g. suspended
particles in flow)

Sources: Zou and He, Phys Fluid, 9,
1591-1598 (1997);
Inamuro et al., Phys Fluid, 7,
2928-2930 (1995)

Capabilities of LBE
• Multiple fluids and/or phases
– Can calculate interaction forces at each lattice site and
apply in collision stage
• Often dependent on gradients of density or similar property:
good approximations using grid-point stencils

– Multiple fluids can coexist: often represented as being on
separate lattices (coupled with interaction forces)
– Interfaces between fluids/phases emergent: do not need to
track these explicitly
– Can modify equation of state from standard lattice gas:
&
#
Δ)
! = #$%& =
3 Δ*

Capabilities of LBE
• Multiple fluids and/or phases
– No single ‘best method’:
algorithms available for different
phenomena
• Chromodynamic methods (e.g.
Lishchuk algorithm): fix
continuum interfacial tension
• Shan/Chen pseudopotential
method: fixes equation of state
• Free-energy methods:
thermodynamic consistency

Sources: Halliday et al., Phys Rev E, 73, 056708 (2006);
Shan and Chen, Phys Rev E, 47, 1815-1819 (1993)

Capabilities of LBE
• Diffusion and/or heat transfer
– Simplified local equilibrium
distribution function gives diffusive
(viscosity dominated) flows
– Solute diffusion or temperature
fields can be coupled to bulk
fluid(s): use fluid velocity in local
equilibria
– Heat convection: either use
temperature-dependent equation
of state or use temperaturedependent force (Boussinesq
approximation)

Source: Inamuro et al., J Comput Phys,
170, 201-215 (2002)

Part 5: DL_MESO_LBE

DL_MESO_LBE
• Solves discretized Boltzmann equation on regular
lattice(s)
• Parallelized by domain decomposition (MPI) and/or
multithreading among grid points (OpenMP)
• Can specify boundary conditions for walls/obstacles, initial
conditions (velocities, densities etc.), fluid interactions
etc.
• Separate utilities available to create initial system states
and collect together output files created in parallel (for
visualization and analysis)

DL_MESO_LBE: functionality
• Square lattice grids
– 2D (D2Q9), 3D (D3Q15, D3Q19, D3Q27)

• Compressible/incompressible fluids
• Mass transfers of solutes and/or heat transfer
• Collision schemes
– BGK single relaxation time
– Two Relaxation Time (TRT)
– Multiple Relaxation Time (MRT)
• Collides moments of distribution functions

– Cascaded Lattice Boltzmann Equation (CLBE)
• Collides central moments

DL_MESO_LBE: functionality
• Boundary conditions
–
–
–
–

No-slip (on-site and mid-link bounce-back)
Fixed velocity/density: Zou/He, Inamuro, regularized, kinetic
Fixed concentration/temperature: Zou/He, Inamuro
Surface wetting available

• Mesoscopic interactions
– Shan/Chen pseudopotential method (with optional quadratic
pseudopotential terms)
– Lishchuk continuum-based method:
•
•
•
•

Original non-local scheme with force dependent on interfacial curvature
Force as gradient of viscous stress perturbation (Lishchuk/Spencer)
‘Spencer tensor’: application of interface-based pressure tensor corrections
Local scheme: local gradient approximation + Spencer tensor

– Swift free-energy method for one/two fluid systems

DL_MESO_LBE: functionality
• Equations of state (Shan/Chen and Swift interactions)
– Cubic equations of state (e.g. Redlich-Kwong, PengRobinson)
– Carnahan-Starling hard-sphere equations

• Non-Newtonian rheological models
– Measure shear rates from momentum flux tensors and
determine relaxation times at grid points

• Output file writing options
– Can gather lattice data in groups of processor cores along
Cartesian axes
– Write to single files in parallel with MPI-IO

DL_MESO_LBE: building instructions
• Download, decrypt and unpack DL_MESO package
• Source files linked together: only have to compile one file
to pull in all subroutines/functions
• Starting from command line prompt in WORK directory:
– Either type in command:
c++ -o lbe.exe -O3 ../LBE/slbe.cpp

– Can change to parallel version by using plbe.cpp and MPIwrapped C++ compiler, OpenMP multithreading with
compiler flag (e.g. -fopenmp)
– Or use GUI (invoke with ./rungui command)
– Creates lbe.exe executable by default

DL_MESO_LBE: units
• Internal lattice-based units:
– Lattice grid spacing Δ"
– Time step Δ#

• Can obtain these from ’real-life’ quantities and
relationships:
– Speed of sound:
– Kinematic viscosity:

$% =
,=

.

' )*
( )+

/−

1

)* 1
)+

• Density is relatively free parameter, but usually set
around 1 for better calculation precision

DL_MESO_LBE: input/output files
• Input files
lbin.sys: Simulation parameters/settings
lbin.spa: Boundary conditions
lbin.init: Initial conditions

• Output files
Screen/standard output: Progress/diagnostics
lbout*.vts, lbout*.vtk, lbout*.q: Plottable results (VTK/Legacy
VTK/Plot3D format)
lbout.info and lbout.ext: Simulation information for post-processing
(parallel only)
lbout.dump: Simulation restart capability

• Full details in chapter 5 of user manual

lbin.sys
• Mandatory simulation control
and system definition
• Each line consists of key
phrases followed by a number
or word
– First 10 here must be specified!
– Parameters not required can be
omitted
– Can be in any order in file

• Can specify:
– Initial and boundary velocities,
fluid densities, solute
concentrations, temperatures
– Mesoscopic interaction models
and parameters
– Rheological models/parameters

• Can create file using GUI

space_dimension
discrete_speed
number_of_fluid
number_of_solute
temperature_scalar
phase_field
grid_number_x
grid_number_y
grid_number_z
domain_boundary_width
incompressible_fluids
collision_type
interaction_type
output_format
total_step
equilibration_step
save_span
noise_intensity
sound_speed
kinetic_viscosity
relaxation_fluid_0
relaxation_fluid_1
bulk_relaxation_fluid_0
bulk_relaxation_fluid_1
interaction_0
interaction_1
interaction_2
interaction_3
segregation

2
9
2
0
0
0
150
50
1
1
0
BGKGuo
Lishchuk
VTK
400000
5000
500
0.0
540.0
0.001
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0034
0.0034
0.0
1.4

131 49 0 149
132 49 0 149
133 49 0 149
134 49 0 149
135 49 0 149
136 49 0 149
137 49 0 149
138 49 0 149
139 49 0 149
140 49 0 149
141 49 0 149
142 49 0 149
143 49 0 149
144 49 0 149
145 49 0 149
146 49 0 149
147 49 0 149
0 49 0 149
149 49 0 149
1 0 0 13
148 0 0 13
2 0 0 13
3 0 0 13
4 0 0 13
5 0 0 13
6 0 0 13
7 0 0 13
8 0 0 13
9 0 0 13

lbin.spa
• Mandatory definition of boundary conditions
– If grid has all periodic BCs, a blank lbin.spa file is
needed

• Four numbers per line representing a grid point:
x y z [BC code]
• BC codes listed in chapter 5 of user manual
– On-grid and mid-grid bounce-back
– Outflow boundaries
– Fixed velocity/fluid density, solute concentration,
temperature

• Easiest to create this file using DL_MESO GUI

lbin.init
• Optional simulation initialization
• Each line specifies grid point and, at that
position, velocity, fluid densities, solute
concentrations and temperature
– Similar to lbin.spa format
– All properties for defined system must be specified

• Values for specified points are used in place
of default values given in lbin.sys
• Utility lbeinitcreate.cpp can be used
to make one:
– Add spherical/circular drops and rectangular
regions of constant solute concentrations and
temperature

•

Can create one from restart files using
lbedumptoinit.cpp utility

26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
28
28
28

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
12
13
14

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Screen/standard output
Welcome to DL_MESO_LBE

• LBE code in DL_MESO
outputs to screen or
standard output
– Can redirect to file

• Writes out masses of fluids
and system momentum at
user-specified intervals
– Can be used as diagnostic
for LBE simulation

• Gives summary of
calculation at start, timing
and efficiency measure
(MLUPS) at end

STFC/CCP5 Program Library Package
STFC Daresbury Laboratory Lattice Boltzmann Equation program
DL_MESO version 2.6, November 2015
Authors: R. S. Qin & M. A. Seaton
Copyright (c) 2015 STFC Daresbury Laboratory, United Kingdom
Any comments or queries, please contact Dr. M. A. Seaton at:
Email: michael.seaton@stfc.ac.uk
Tel:
+44 (0)1925 603317
Program started at: Fri Nov 27 23:28:13 2015
============================================================================
2-dimensional system with grid size: nx=150, ny=50
boundary width = 0
system includes 2 compressible phases, 0 solute and no temperature scalar
D2Q9 lattice Boltzmann model is defined using BGK collisions
with Guo forcing and Lishchuk interactions
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Running with 8 threads
armed with D2Q9 LB model
0
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
0.000272989 MOMENTUM: x: -2.04003e-13, y: -2.04003e-13
500
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
1.05238
MOMENTUM: x: 5.97018e-12, y: 0.0313264
1000
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
2.23273
MOMENTUM: x: 5.75585e-12, y: 0.0357875
1500
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
3.4952
MOMENTUM: x: 5.83337e-12, y: 0.031652
2000
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
4.73071
MOMENTUM: x: 6.1792e-12, y: 0.0243068
2500
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
5.82526
MOMENTUM: x: 6.39455e-12, y: 0.0165799
3000
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
6.89137
MOMENTUM: x: 6.39141e-12, y: 0.00993883
3500
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
7.96366
MOMENTUM: x: 6.3486e-12, y: 0.00494622
4000
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
9.04259
MOMENTUM: x: 6.06093e-12, y: 0.0016114
4500
MASS: total = 14700, fluid 1 = 13306, fluid 2 = 1394
10.1099
MOMENTUM: x: 5.83809e-12, y: -0.000335018

lbout*.vts, lbout*.vtk, lbout*.q
• Snapshots of simulation at user-specified intervals
• Structured Grid VTK (default), Legacy VTK, Plot3D
formats
• Written in big endian binary by default, can select
ANSI (text) format
• In parallel, can gather data among processor cores
along Cartesian axes to generate fewer files: can
also use MPI-IO to generate one per snapshot
• lbout.info and lbout.ext used for post-processing
VTK and Plot3D files created in parallel (not
created in serial)
– Used by lbevtkgather.cpp and
lbeplot3dgather.cpp utilities

• All formats can be read and analysed using
Paraview

www.paraview.org

lbout.dump
• Simulation restart capability
• Binary (non-human readable) file with distribution
functions for each lattice point
– Can be read into DL_MESO_LBE to resume a previous
calculation

• Two utilities available to otherwise use lbout.dump files:
lbedumpvtk.cpp: writes structured grid VTK file from
simulation state (enough information available to calculate
densities, velocities etc.)
lbedumpinit.cpp: creates lbin.init file as initial state for a
new simulation

Part 6: DL_MESO GUI

Overview of DL_MESO GUI
• Optional part of DL_MESO
–
–
–
–
–
–

Free to use!
Can make using DL_MESO_DPD and DL_MESO_LBE easier
Constructs input files (apart from initial configurations)
Edit, compile and run codes
Can launch utilities and visualisation software
Written in Java: platform independent, possible to extend

DL_MESO GUI: building/running
• DL_MESO comes supplied with pre-compiled JAR file
– Normally no need to compile again, but can do so if Java
Development Kit (JDK) installed – only need JRE to run
– Run at command line in WORK directory using:
java -jar ../JAVA/GUI.jar
– or use runscript rungui in same directory
– If using utilities through GUI, compile these first with
makefile in WORK directory:
make -f Makefile-utils

GUI welcome screen
• Options in top menu:
– LBE, DPD: open side
menus to setup and run
simulations
– Manual: opens user
manual in Adobe Acrobat
Reader
– Help: refers to DL_MESO
website
– SPH: not a working
option!

• Full details in chapter 2 of
user manual

DPD system/interaction setup

Creates CONTROL file (can load preexisting file in directory using OPEN
button): pop-up windows can open
for thermostat, barostat, electrostatic
and surface properties

Creates FIELD file (can load pre-existing file
using OPEN button): pop-up windows for
species, unbonded/surface interactions and
external fields, needs molecule-generate.cpp
utility executable (molecule.exe) to create
molecules

LBE system/space setup

Creates lbin.sys file
(can load pre-existing file in directory
using OPEN button): pop-up windows
can open for fluid, interaction, solute
and thermal properties

Creates lbin.spa file
(need to complete system section
first!): pop-up windows for setting
boundary conditions, options to
add obstacles and create
randomised porous medium

Part 7: DL_MESO ports and external
utilities

Ports of DL_MESO
• Standard DL_MESO release aimed at CPU-based machines
• Ports available for other machines due to others’ efforts
– Intel Xeon Phi: DL_MESO_DPD and DL_MESO_LBE
(IPCC@Hartree Centre)
– NVIDIA GPUs: DL_MESO_DPD (E-CAM/Hartree Centre)

• Not part of standard release, but can supply ports on
request

E-CAM modules
• E-CAM: Horizon 2020 European Centre of Excellence for
HPC simulations and modelling
– Software repositories available, including one for mesoand multiscale modelling
www.e-cam2020.eu/software-library/
– Modules available for DL_MESO_DPD:
• Reading binary HISTORY files to obtain information in human
readable form
• Dipole moments and autocorrelation functions
• MPI-I/O file writing using SIONlib (backport for version 2.6)

Part 8: DL_MESO tutorial exercises

Tutorial exercises
• Six available for this workshop (three DPD, three LBE)
– Range of simulations using DL_MESO’s codes
– Vary in terms of difficulty and computing requirements: can
use laptops/desktops, but multiple cores/threads may help
– No need to do all of them: choose what most interests you
– Represent main features of DPD and LBE
– Demonstrate ease in compiling DL_MESO and setting up
simulations
– The exercises and presentation available from DL_MESO
website:
www.ccp5.ac.uk/DL_MESO
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FIG. 6. Density profile for r 53 at repulsion parameters a AA 5a BB 525 and
a AB 537.

DPD exercise 1: Hydrophobicity and
parameterization
~20!
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• Finding connection between r
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mately constant,
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~22!

and made the tentative
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~23!

Apparently we have the correspondence ~soft spheres!
f V /( r A 1 r B )5F ~Flory-Huggins!, with a x -parameter mapping given by Eq. ~23!.
To test this relation simulations have been performed for
binary mixtures of both monomers and polymers, at
r 5 r A 1 r B 53 and r 55, for repulsion parameters
a5a AA 5a BB 525 and a515, respectively. When the excess
pressure was measured as a function of the fraction x of A
particles it was found that it is indeed proportional to
x(12x). However, unlike the assumption in Eq. ~22! it was
found that the prefactor of x(12x) is not simply linear in
Da5a AB 2a when Da is 2 to 5. In practice we are not
interested in small differences in the repulsion, but systems
will rather be chosen where segregation takes place, i.e.,
x . x crit. Now if x is much larger than the critical value,
mean field theory is expected to be valid. This means that we
can use Eq. ~18! as the defining equation for the corresponding Flory-Huggins parameter.
Adopting this strategy,
a system of size 838320 con"
taining 3840 monomers was simulated. Half the particles
" and in the initial configuration they were
were of type A
placed in the left half of the system, the other particles, of
type B, were placed
" in the right hand side. For these systems

• Carry out simulations
separating beads with various
!"# values
• Find volume fractions of
component in bulk phase and
calculate:
$ %&

is approxi-

x
~ 12x !
ln x1
ln~ 12x ! 1 x x ~ 12x !
NA
NB
1constants,

5

A1 r B

~21!

1−=
1 − 2-

the density profiles of A and B particles were sampled across
the interface. Averages of the density were taken over 105
timesteps; the mean value of x over a slab where the density
is homogeneous was then taken to compute the corresponding Flory-Huggins parameter. An example of such a binary
density profile is shown in Fig. 6. Note the small dip in the
sum of the densities at the interface.
When the measured segregation parameter x is substituted for f A in Eq. ~18!, the Flory-Huggins parameter for
monomers is found. Now, when we are close to the critical
point ( x 52), we cannot expect this mean-field expression to
hold, but when we calculate for x .3 this value should be
reliable. The calculated x -parameter is shown in Fig. 7 for
two densities as a function of the excess repulsion parameter.
We find that for x .3 there is a very good linear relation
between x and Da. Explicitly, we have

x 5 ~ 0.28660.002! Da ~ r 53 ! ,
x 5 ~ 0.68960.002! Da ~ r 55 ! .

~24!

These results partly confirm Eq. ~23! in that x is linear in
Da, but the constant of proportionality is far from linear in
the density. Nevertheless, we can choose a fixed density, and
henceforth use Eqs. ~24! as an effective mapping on the
Flory-Huggins theory.

ln

FIG. 7. Relation between excess repulsion and effective x -parameter.

DPD exercise 2: Mesophase behaviour
• Using DL_MESO_DPD to find structures of two-bead
amphiphilic molecules at various concentrations in water
• Running simulations at different concentrations, work out
mesophasic structures
– Visualize shapes of molecules (hydrophobic beads)
– Find order parameters

• Try to find boundaries between phases

Isotropic (L1)

Hexagonal (H1)

Lamellar (Lα)

DPD exercise 3: Transport properties
Time-averaged horizontal velocity, <vx >

1

• Finding viscosity of DPD
particle-based fluid
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– Apply linear shear to box to
give constant shear rate
(velocity gradient)
– Calculate shear stresses
– Plot stress vs. shear rate:
gradient gives viscosity

• Compare DPD thermostat
with other pairwise
thermostat (Stoyanov-Groot)

LBE exercise 1: Pressure-driven flows
and vortex streets
• Setting up DL_MESO_LBE to
apply pressure drop between
parallel plates
– Boundary conditions

• Add obstacles in middle of
flow
– Observe what happens when
fluid speed is high or viscosity
is low
– Any ways to
increase/decrease effect?

LBE exercise 2: Phase separations and
equations of state
• Trying out mesoscopic interaction models
– Shan/Chen pseudopotentials
– Swift free-energy

• Application with cubic equation of state
– Spontaneous segregation of fluid into high
(liquid) and low (vapour) density phases
– Numerical stability of solution as a function
of density contrast between phases

LBE exercise 3: Drop flows
• Using Lishchuk algorithm to
represent liquid drop in
background fluid
– Interaction strength directly
controls interfacial tension

• Fluids between two plates:
moving top one to produce
linear shear
– Effect of interfacial tension/wall
speed on drop shape
– Initial drop location
– Interface thickness

